Indiana University Southeast

Faculty Research and Creative Activity 2006

Compiled by the Office of Academic Affairs


Camahalan, Faye Marsha G. (Summer 2006). Effects of metacognitive reading program on the reaching achievement and metacognitive strategies of students with cases of dyslexia. *Reading Improvement: A Journal Devoted to the Teaching of Reading*, 43, 2, 77-93.


Economy, 73-74.


Jamski, William D. “Do Clouds Have Weight?” *Mathematics Teacher*, Volume 100, Number 3 (October 2006), pp. 203, 204.


Salas, Angela M. “Talking Dirty to the Gods and the Infinitude of Language: Or Mr. Komunyakaa’s Cabinet of Wonder.” Special Komunyakaa issue of Callaloo.

Salas, Angela M. Introduction to Barnes & Noble’s reissue of Willa Cather’s One of Ours. February, 2006.


BOOKS


**MEDIA MATERIALS**


Herdoiza-Estevez, Magdalena. *Ecuadorian Community in Louisville*. WFPL Interview as part of the “Louisville Diasporas”. (September).

**PAPERS PRESENTED**


Badia, Mindy S. “Between the Piano and the Concerto: Mediating Agency in Maria de Zayas y Sotomayor’s *La traicion en la amistad*.” Presented in October 2006 at the joint AEEA (Asociacion de Escritoras de Espana y las Americas)/AHCT Conference, Georgetown University.

Badia, Mindy S. “Teaching, Learning and *La dama boba*.” Presented in March 2006 at the annual meeting of the Association for Hispanic Classical Theater, El Paso, TX.
Badia, Mindy S.  “Adaptation and the Abject in a Recent Staging of Pedro Calderon de la Barca’s *El gran mercado del mundo.*” Presented in April 2006 at the University of Kentucky’s Foreign Language Conference, Lexington, KY.

Bailey, Kevin Sue.  February 17, 2006, “IUS Writing Project: Site Panorama,” Indiana Writing Network State Conference, Indianapolis, IN.


Carducci, B.J. (2006, April). *Everything you ever wanted to know about shyness but were too shy to ask.* Invited presentation at the meeting of the Western Psychological Association, Palm Springs, CA. (Date: 4-28-06; sponsored by the Western Psychological Association).


Carducci, B.J. (2006, April). Everything you ever wanted to know about shyness but were too shy to ask. Keynote address at the 3rd annual Morningside College Palmer Student Research Symposium. (Date: 4-22-06; sponsored by the Office of Academic Affairs, Morningside College).


Edmonds, KE and Campbell, S. “Effects of Photoperiod on Juvenile and Adult Gastrointestinal Development in the Marsh Rice Rat (Oryzomys palustris).” Oral presentation at the Indiana Academy of Science Annual Meeting at Ball State University, Muncie, IN (11/3/06).

Edmonds, KE and Kast, A. “Effects of Prenatal, Lactational, and Post Weaning Ethanol Administration on Compensatory Testicular Hypertrophy and of Ethanol Administration on Pineal Gland Melatonin Content in the Marsh Rice Rat (Oryzomys palustris).” Oral presentation at the University of Southern Indiana RISC Student Showcase, Evansville, IN (4/22/06).

Edmonds, KE and Kast, A. “Effects of Ethanol Administration on Compensatory Testicular Hypertrophy and on Pineal Melatonin Content in the Marsh Rice rat (Oryzomys palustris).” Oral presentation at the American Society of Mammalogists 86th Annual Meeting, University of Massachusetts, Amherst, MA (6/17-22/06).


Fields, T.H. and Hughes, B. Counseling programs that work with failing students. Presentation at the American School Counselor Association (ASCA) national conference in Chicago, IL, June 25, 2006.

Finkbine, Ronald B. A Database for Managing Mutant Programs, accepted and presented in the Works-in-progress of 22nd Annual Computer Security Applications Conference (ACSAC), Miami Beach, December 2006.


Forinash, K. ‘Terminando con la adiccion al petroleo: Que regueriria?’ expositor conferencia en el XIV Feria Regional de Ciencia y tecnologia, Tandil, Argentina, 1 de Septiembre 2006. Presentation in Spanish at a regional science fair in Tandil, Argentina.


Forinash, K. ‘Ending our Oil Addiction: what will it take?’ Louisville Peak Oil Group, approximately 20 people in attendance, March 11th.


Galvin, Peter R. “The Global Grove: Rekindling Pagan Beliefs and Practices via the Internet” paper presented to International Association for the Study of Environment, Space, and Place at their international conference, “Globalization: Reconfigurings of World Space,” April 28-30, Towson University, Maryland.


Haub, Elaine K. “Comparison of Methods for Esterification of 2,6-dihydroxybenzoic Acid for Use in Zinc Carboxylate Formation,” poster presentation given at the ACS National Meeting in Atlanta, Georgia, March 2006. (With Tara Koressel).


Hollingsworth, J.H. “Creating User Delight... We can Do IT”, panel participant, 2006 Statewide IT Conference, Indianapolis, IN, October 2006.


Jenks, Richard J. Panelist and Presentation on Swinging: A Review of the Research; Oct. 21, 2006; Bellarmine University, Louisville, KY.

Jones, Brian H. (Presentation) Soap Box Prints, Mid America Print Council Conference, Ohio University, Athens, OH (Fall 2006).


Jones, Brian H. (Presentation) “Passion and Process, the Exhibition”, at the home of Barbara Hardy, 22 in attendance, Louisville, KY [exhibition preview for the donors to the exhibition].


Long, B. “Rank-ordering internal stressors of Indiana Police Chiefs and County Sheriffs.” Presented at the Academy of Criminal Justice Sciences (ACJS), Los Angeles, CA (2006).


Otu, Emmanuel O. and Jason Spencer. Thermodynamics of the extraction of lanthanide by p.p.di(2ethylhexyl)ethylenediphosphonic acids. 20th National Conference on Undergraduate Research (NUCR), Asheville, NC April 6-8, 2006.


**Education.** Presented at American Accounting Association. Washington, DC.


Pooser, Charles L. “Voodoo and Its Influence on the Haitian Arts” Invited lecture at the University of the South, Sewanee, TN, October 20, 2006.


Schansberg, D. Eric. “Turn Neither to the Right nor to the Left”, presented at Evangelical Theological Society meetings, November 16.


in Frankfort, KY on April 7, 2006.

Thompson-Book, Barbara C.  October 2006. Indiana Teachers of Writing Conference, Indianapolis, IN. “ABC” Concurrent Session with Dr. Valerie Hall, Marion College, Indianapolis, IN.


Wille, D. And Craig, B. (October, 2006). The continuity of the HOME at 6-months, 18-months, and 14-years. Paper presented at the annual meeting of the Indiana Academy of Social Sciences, Gary, IN.


PERFORMANCES & CREATIVE WORKS

Clem, Debra. The Fourteenth Annual Jack E. Lunt Memorial Invitational Exhibit. (invitational) Ervin G. Houchens Gallery, Capitol Arts Center, Bowling Green, KY (September 18-October 14, 2006).

Clem, Debra. IU Southeast Fine Arts Faculty Exhibit. (group exhibition) Barr Gallery, Indiana University Southeast (October 23-December 6, 2006).

Clem, Debra. Indiana University Art Faculty Group Exhibition. (group exhibition) Hanover College Art Gallery, Hanover, IN (January 9-February 3, 2006).


Goldstein, Joanna. Piano. March 19, 2006 - Steinways Alive, two piano concert: music by
Mozart, de Falla, Rachmaninoff, Gershwin (IUS).


Guenther, John. “Indiana University Southeast Art Faculty” (Group Exhibit), Hanover College Art Gallery, Hanover, IN.

Guenther, John. “John R. Guenther & Robert Sirko” (Two-man Exhibit), University of Indianapolis, Christel DeHann Fine Arts Center, University of Indianapolis, Indianapolis, IN.

Guenther, John. “Indiana University Southeast Faculty Exhibit” (Group Exhibit), Ronald L. Barr Gallery - IU Southeast, New Albany, IN.

Guenther, John. “Glorious Glass: New Works by John Guenther” (Solo Exhibit), IU Southeast Library, New Albany, IN.

Guenther, John. “The Fourteenth Annual Jack E. Lunt Memorial Invitational Exhibit” (Group Exhibit), Ervin G. Houchens Gallery - Capitol Arts Center, Bowling Green, KY.

Guenther, John. “John R. Guenther - Close ties: new Forms and Images” (solo exhibit), Louisville Visual Art Association, Water Tower, Louisville, KY.

Jackman, Michael. Nov. 11, 2006, Kentucky Homefront Show, “King Coal,” wrote script for show, featured storyteller. Louisville, KY. Broadcast on WFPK, Louisville.


Jones, Brian H. Exhibition. (Juried) 19th Parkside National Small Print Exhibition, University of Wisconsin (fall 05/spring 06) (Juried by Rudy Pozzatti).

Jones, Brian H. Exhibition. (Juried) Sixty Square Inches National Print Exhibition, Purdue University Galleries, West Lafayette, IN (fall 05/spring 06) (Juried by Mark Olsen).

Jones, Brian H. Exhibition. (Juried) MAPC Members’ Juried Exhibition, Ohio University, Athens, OH (Juried by David Morrison).

Jones, Brian H. Exhibition. (Invitational) IUS Faculty at Hanover College, Hanover, IN (Spring 06).

Jones, Brian H. Exhibition. (Invitational) Sept. 11 Memorial Portfolio, VanDeb Editions Gallery, New York City (Fall 06).
Jones, Brian H.  Exhibition.  (Group) **IUS Fine Arts Faculty Exhibition**, Ronald Barr Fallery, New Albany, (Fall 06).


Moffett, Susan.  Faculty Exchange Exhibit, Hanover College Art Gallery, Hanover, IN.

Moffett, Susan.  Gallery Talk, Exchange Faculty Exhibit, Hanover College.

Moffett, Susan.  Contemporary Serigraphy Invitational Exhibit, Pyle Center, University of Wisconsin, Madison, WI.

Moffett, Susan.  *The Nature of Things*, three-person exhibit, PYRO Gallery, Louisville, KY.

Moffett, Susan.  Biannual Faculty Exhibition, Ronald Barr Gallery, Indiana University Southeast.

Moffett, Susan.  *Off the Walls*, PYRO Gallery Holiday Boutique and Sale, Louisville, KY.


Stallard, Donna L.  Exhibition. Spring. **IU Southeast Fine Arts Faculty**, Hanover College, Hanover, IN.

Stallard, Donna L.  Exhibition. Spring. **Small Town, Big Art V**, Old Katy Glassworks, Denison, TX.

Stallard, Donna L.  Exhibition. Summer. **Step Up to the Plate**, Hite Art Institute, University of Louisville, Louisville, KY.

Stallard, Donna L.  Exhibition. Fall. **MAPC Members Exhibition**, Dairy Barn Gallery, Athens, OH.

Stallard, Donna L.  Exhibition. Fall. **IUS Fine Arts Faculty Exhibition**, Ronald L. Barr Gallery, New Albany, IN.

Stallard, Donna L.  Exhibition. Fall. **14th Annual Jack E. Lunt Memorial Invitational Exhibit**, Ervin G. Houchens Gallery, Capitol Arts Center, Bowling Green, KY.

Stem, Erich. Two broadcasts of orchestral work, *Escape*, on 90.5 FM, *Brave New World*. Both broadcasts included an interview with host, Daniel Gilliam. 3/12/06 and 11/16/06.

Stem, Erich. Performance of *Escape* by the IUS Symphony Orchestra 11/19/06.


**REVIEWS**


Baker, Crump W. Reviewed the paper “On g-Regular Spaces and g-Normal Spaces” for the *Kochi Journal of Mathematics*.

Baker, Crump W. Reviewed the paper “Weak forms of open and closed functions via semi-theta-open sets” by M. Caldas for the *Carpathian Journal of Mathematics*.

Baker, Crump W. Reviewed the paper “on g-locally closed sets in bitopological spaces” by Rejesh and Ekici for the *Bulletin of the Allahabad Mathematical Society*.

Baker, Crump W. Reviewed the paper “On some maps concerning g-alpha open sets” by M. Caldas for the *Bulletin of the Malaysian Mathematical Sciences Society*.

Baker, Crump W. Reviewed the paper “Regular generalized omega closed sets” by A.
All-Qmari for the *International Journal of Mathematics and Mathematical Sciences*.

Baker, Crump W. Review of the paper “A Note on strongly quasi-precontinuous functions” for *Mathematical Reviews*.


Shen, Yu. Reviewed the revised and condensed manuscript of William de Bary’s source book on Chinese culture for Princeton University Press; composed a detailed and critical written response, and recommended for publication.

Wall, Guy O. Reviewer of sample chapters and Table of Contents for a new Foundations of Education textbook - Houghton Mifflin.

Wisman, Raymond F. Reviewed text *Introduction to Programming* by Nino for publisher John Wiley.


**OTHER**
Allman, Ronald J. International Programs t-shirt, June 2006


Allman, Ronald J. International Programs logo, September 2006


Bowles, Donna. Item Coder/Reviewer: Pearson Education. Reviewed (50) NCLEX-RN questions, coded and provided written strategy for each submission.